
Operational Risk Committee Minutes 
Friday, January 30 to Saturday, January 31, 2015 

Marriott Courtyard, Liberty Station, San Diego, CA 
 

 
1. Roll Call 

 
The meeting was called to order at 12:30pm by Committee Chair Mary Jo Swalley after lunch. Attending 
the meeting were committee members Jeffrey Chu, Jennifer Ridge, Starre Haney, John Kline, Chuck 
Kunsman, Alan Meier, Michael Seip, and Lynne Shine.  Also present was Mike Espino with YMCA, Connie 
Harvey with the Red Cross, Sandi Blumit with Risk Management Services, and George Ward, staff liaison.  
Absent were the athlete representatives due to school or meet commitments – Andrew Gormley and 
Gabrielle Werner.  Since the committee was increased by three members, brief introductions were 
made with each giving a background summary and connection to Swimming.  Per Diem checks were 
passed out to all attendees.  
 

2. Review of 2014 
 
A review of 2014 significant issues was led by the committee chair: 

 Concussion Guidelines – parent information sheet and consensus statement 

 Hypoxic Blackout Guidelines (formerly loss of consciousness in breath holding swimmers) 

 Bob Bowman Video and Presentation on December 10 

 History of suggested changes to diving envelope and legislation voted down at convention 
o Counsilman Center Study 
o Suggested changes 
o Consider resubmitting 
o Impact of new backstroke starting ledge 
o Involve Lucinda this time 

 Convention presentation by Bob Bowman:  + and – discussion 
 

3. Review of Claims Summary – Sandi Blumit at Risk Management Services 
 
Sandi reviewed the claims summary provided by Mutual of Omaha and the report of occurrence 
summaries. She was able to extract data to show the number of head strikes, the type of incident and 
location which was at practice or meet.  In water collisions during practice (97) and collision with wall 
during practice (75) were the largest categories. Bottom strikes were 18 at practice and 22 at meets. The 
committee is reviewing this data as part of our ongoing evaluation of the concussion risk to swimmers.  
Unfortunately we don’t have exposure data to develop a rate such as number of swimmer practice or 
meet laps – perhaps 367,000 registered swimmers and 420 head strikes could be used.    
 

4. Revisit Report of Occurrence Form 
 
Given the software vendor will change on July 28 the committee decided to revisit the report of 
occurrence form and see if some of the items could be standardized with a drop down menu.  Mary Jo 
appointed Jeff, Starre and John to discuss this area.   
 
 



 
5. Guidelines for Member Coaches to be present until kids are picked up  

 
Mary Jo reviewed one of Bob Bowman’s comments during his convention presentation about clubs 
establishing guidelines on coach being present until kids are picked up.  The guidelines for clubs should 
take into consideration parent, board, and facility issues in order to develop the need for best practices 
before and after practice - sign in and sign out.  Most facilities are rented or leased and many of the 
swimmers may belong to the pool through a club or municipal membership.  Parents tend to drop off 
and pick up kids without signing them in or out or may use recreational facility as a babysitting service 
during the summer.  
 

6. Meet Marshal Guidelines – revisit membership requirements 
 
In the past there was a requirement to be a USA Swimming member.  Safe Sport recommends that 
anyone who has frequent contact or interaction with children be a member.  Mary Jo appointed Chuck, 
Allan, and Starre to study this area and recommend solutions.  

 
7. Expired Credentials for Member Coaches – communicate to clubs 

 
How best to communicate to clubs? Discussion of insurance risk – possibly void coverage.  USA 
Swimming’s insurance coverage is a benefit of membership. Discussion of how other organizations 
address the issue. Membership services recently started sending text and email messages to coaches at 
30 days and 10 days.  Athlete and Coach credentials are generally checked during the meet registration 
process but some LSCs and meet directors/hosts are better than others about addressing this issue. 
Some coaches with expired credentials have been known to coach from the stands. It was discussed to 
use the coaching connection or presidents’ newsletter for communication purposes.  Also, making it a 
code of conduct violation was discussed.  Mary Jo appointed Lynn, Jeff, Jennifer and Mary Jo to study 
the issue.       
 

8. Assignment of LSCs for Communication Purposes 
 
An assignment of LSCs to committee members for communication purposes was made.  After the 
assignments were complete Jeff sent out an attachment to committee members.  Purpose was for 
committee members to ID current safety chairs, notify and follow up on Safety Chair meeting 
 

9. Discussion of STSC Water Skills Portion and Safety Training Providers 
 
The committee discussed the recent requests by Lifeguard-Pro to develop an STSC replacement course, 
as well as to have their instructors sign off on the STSC water skills portion of the checklist.  While the 
written course content appeared satisfactory, the group was seen as pushy, wanted to use our logo and 
expand the relationship beyond our original needs.  The company had not been around for 30 days as 
advertised and was the successor company to an entity who had been in litigation with the Red Cross.  
None of the club development or committee members or USA Swimming staff was personally familiar 
with them and at this time we were uncomfortable about keeping them as a vendor.  It was mentioned 
that some of the States recognized their credentials but others did not. Several complaints had been 
received from the field about pushing their instructor courses once they had been added to the STSC list 
on 1/23. They will be removed, per membership services, on 2/13.   The committee unanimously voted 
to remove them from the approved list with the option to reapply or appeal.   



10. Cobranding with YMCA and ARC 
 
The cobranding initiative is endorsed by all organizations to deal with overlap in content and use for 
presentations on issues such as hypoxic blackout, concussion management, safety programs, etc.  It was 
discussed that the group should possibly explore guidelines or a position on cardiac screening to prevent 
sudden cardiac arrest. The issue of medical kits was also discussed as some clubs have had issues with 
facilities when one was needed.  The committee may want to recommend that each club carry their own 
kit and sports medicine is developing standards for a kit. It was discussed the Red Cross has several kits 
that can be purchased on line and Connie will send information on kits that would be suitable for swim 
clubs. The use of a medical questionnaire by clubs was discussed. However, some parents are reluctant 
to reveal this information. The sports medicine committee received an inquiry from a coach where 
parents were advising of a doctor’s limitation on certain activities but were not providing any 
information on the condition. Given the overlap we should explore having Starre, given her medical 
background, work on some of these issues with Sports Medicine Committee.  Starre, Alan and Stacy 
Michael Miller will work on the kit together.   
 

11. Backstroke Starting Ledge (Russell Mark to call in) 
 
Russell discussed the new Omega backstroke starting ledge as there are concerns by some members of 
the swimming community that it might cause an increase in head strikes.  Besides the Omega system we 
also discussed other systems that were out there and reviewed video on the computers and projector 
that were set up in the room of these systems.  
 
Russell’s observations so far: 

“The new Omega system was at the other World Cup stops. I asked Eugene Godsoe if he felt like the 

ledge changed his start depth.  He said that maybe the first time you use it, it could just because you're 

not used to it, but now it doesn't... but debuting it at Santa Clara would not have been a good idea 

(because of the pool depth). By Eugene's anecdotal observations of times swum at the World Cups this 

year vs. last year, he doesn't see a significant change in the backstroke times because of it.” 

“They were in Tokyo and will be used at the meet. There are 5 height settings for the ledge - 2 above 

water, 2 underwater, 1 at the surface. The adjustment is easy... push the bar to the side, twist to the 

setting you want, let the bar slide back and lock in place.”  

“Before getting in the pool, Jack warned the kids that it could make their starts go deeper and they need 

to be aware of that especially the first time they go off the ledge. This pool isn't that deep... Kathleen 

Baker told me it is 6-7 feet deep around 5-6 meters from the end of the pool. I asked many of our 

swimmers if they were touching bottom and they said no. I didn't have my underwater camera in the 

morning but did in the afternoon, so I'll see how close they're coming. This is something we are 

monitoring here because I know it's a concern for USA Swimming. “ 

Updated thoughts after Tokyo/Singapore World Cups: 

“After the initial two days before the start of Tokyo competition, using the backstroke ledges became 

routine for our athletes.  Maybe Jack and George (Jr. Team) heard otherwise, but I heard very little 



chatter about it amongst them after that initial contact.  When we moved onto Singapore, pool depth 

was a non-issue.”  

“At the top end of performers, I'm not sure if the ledge has a significantly measureable performance 

impact.  I think it'll help poor starters become really good starters.  And really good starters will be very 

consistent.” 

“For example, I don't think we'll see a measureable difference to 15m for Eugene Godsoe, but I think 

there will be a tenth (maybe two) for Kathleen Baker.  I'll look forward to checking out those numbers 

when I get to it.” 

“Re-stating what I originally thought, I think some athletes may go slightly deeper on their first use with 

the ledge.  That should be communicated as a heads up to coaches/athletes wherever the ledges are 

used.  In pools that are already on the shallow side (ex. Santa Clara), people should be extra vigilant.” 

Russell volunteered for some action items after the end of the call.  See his email below.  The 

operational risk committee will continue to monitor and work on this issue as well as discussing any 

possible legislation. I understand the next use of the Omega system will be in Mesa in April and was told 

this will be Omega’s 2nd generation version, which will prevent the swimmer from installing the ledge 

improperly so we don’t have another “Austin” accident. Russell advised most of the swimmers are using 

the height settings above the water.   

Russell Mark will have 3 action items from the conference call: 

1. Measure 15m times for various athletes with and without backstroke ledge to quantify 
performance impact 

2. Check differences in Myrtha and Omega backstroke ledges 

3. Measure backstroke start depth (and possibly back arch) with and without backstroke ledge. He 
thinks there is an accurate way to do this 

 

 

12. Safety Contest 2015 

Last year we were disappointed with the amount of participation and although marketing department in 
business development used social media and website announcements we didn’t get good results. 
Besides the social media we should also supplement by using President’s newsletter, coaching 
connection, deck pass, and email blasts to the clubs.  Perhaps award a prize to the club rather than the 
individuals would be a possibility and increase prizes to $1,000, $750, $500 and $250. There was a 
discussion about possibly holding off doing the contest for a year and developing a new improved 
format to generate interest and put this on the agenda for the Safety Chairs Workshop.   
 

13. Safety Chairs Meeting – 2015 Denver 
 
The safety chair meeting will be in Denver on June 26 and 27, 2015 at Marriott Denver Airport at 
Gateway Park.  A safe the date email will be sent out, followed up by registration information.  One of 
our national team doctors will speak on concussions.  The safety contest will be discussed.  The thought 



is we should also invite Stacy Michael Miller, the staff liaison to the Sports Medicine Committee to 
attend.  Dr. Danny Mistry has agreed to appear.  He is also a physician for Colorado Rockies and does 
baseline concussion examinations at the beginning of each year.  Our next committee meeting will be 
March 3 to start planning for convention and have meetings the 1st Tuesday of each month.   
 
Agenda so far – Meeting 5pm Friday to 5pm Saturday: 

 Concussion – all Saturday morning with breakout. Medical aspect – Danny and Legal Aspect – 
Rich Young 

 Medical Kits for Clubs  

 Mutual of Omaha suggestions 
o Urgent care v. ER 
o CT scans – treatment protocol 
o Coverage explanation 

 STSC Red Cross Training 

 New Backstroke Starting Ledges 

 Safety Contest Discussion 

 Running on deck – Running Starts (show video)-Streamlining 

 Altitude Training – Hypoxic Blackout  
 
 

14. General discussions during Meeting 
 
Due to the continuing number of head strikes, it was discussed if there should be a yearly re-certification 
of the racing start.  This will be discussed at Safety Chairs Meeting.  Some re-emphasis of the racing start 
is in order and perhaps every athlete who suffers a head strike from a racing start has to go through the 
training process again.  Perhaps the club recognition program should include an examination of the 
paperwork or documentation that all swimmers have been through racing start training and it becomes 
a part of the SWIMS registration records – date of certification and perhaps re-certification.  
 
 
 
 


